Player Interviews - Transcript

We asked seven big names, including Didier Drogba and Petr Cech, for their opinions about life in England and learning English.

Read what they said when we asked them:

“What do you think you’ll be doing in five years' time?”

Didier Drogba: Ah… I think I’ll be still playing. I hope so. It depend of er… my, my body. You know, but I would like to be on the pitch… to be still on the pitch and enjoy like I’m enjoying now.

Petr Cech: In five years time hope I'll be still playing for Chelsea and hope I'll be fit and good enough to play in the first eleven.

Ivar Ingimarsson: Well I think I'll probably stay and still playing football in hopefully five years time… but after that… after football I’ll probably move, move back home to my country where I’m born in… not because of I don’t like it here, but basically because there is my family and friends… closest friends live there and you tend to like to live close to your family so I think that will be the case.

Sun Jihai: In five years' time… oh that’s a hard one… I’m 29 so… Hopefully I can play the high tempo football here as long as I can, then like I told you, I definitely going back to China. In five years, I… nobody knows in the future… but hopefully I still can play another five years in England.